The current climate of Mars is characterized by annual cycles of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and water condensation and sublimation, dust deposition, and erosion (1-4). These cycles are driven by large seasonal variations in solar heating caused by the planet's high orbital eccentricity and by longer term variations in its obliquity (or polar "tilt") and other orbital parameters (5).
60°N and 60°S and are interpreted to indicate the presence of subsurface water (not CO 2 ) ice, on the basis of the specific patterns of neutrons detected and the spatial correlation to regions where ground ice has been predicted to be stable (11, 12) .
Modeling of the observed neutron and gamma-ray fluxes is complex and still preliminary, and some instrumental and atmospheric effects may still be present in the data. Nevertheless, initial results indicate that the best fits for the enhanced hydrogen regions are consistent with a model surface with a "thin and dry" [few tens of centimeters; 1 to 2 weight percent (wt %) H 2 O] upper layer overlying a "thick and ice-rich" (several hundred centimeters; 20 to 35 wt % H 2 O) lower layer. Details on the thickness of the ice-rich lower layer are limited by the ~1-m sensing depth of the neutron instruments, and it is not possible to determine the total quantity of subsurface ice present. However, if the modeling is correct, then the inferred ice concentration implies an extremely porous, nearly ice-filled regolith (the layer of rocky debris and dust resulting from repeated meteoritic impacts) at high latitudes. Separate lines of evidence suggest a loose and/or porous regolith that could exceed a kilometer or more in thickness (16, 17) , implying that the subsurface ice detected by Odyssey may represent only the tip of an iceberg frozen under ground.
The much lower measured hydrogen abundances at equatorial and mid-latitudes are consistent with telescopic and spacecraft infrared (IR) spectroscopy results (18) (19) (20) , indicating the presence of 1 to 2 wt % of hydrated minerals on the surface. The specific mineralogy of this hydrated material has, however, not yet been identified. The Odyssey instruments only measure hydrogen, and thus cannot distinguish between H 2 O-bearing hydrates and OH-bearing hydroxides. However, Odyssey data are sensitive to hydrated minerals at depths of tens of centimeters, whereas IR remotesensing measurements penetrate only a few tens of micrometers. The combination of continuing IR observations at higher spatial and spectral resolution, ongoing collection of Odyssey neutron and gamma-ray data to improve signal and reduce noise, and better modeling on the basis of these observations may help to finally identify the specific minerals responsible for sequestering important volatiles such as water and OH at low latitudes on Mars.
It is particularly impressive that the three reports in this issue were generated after the Odyssey spacecraft had completed only ~30 days of its planned multiyear mission, and during a phase of the mission before the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) had been deployed to its nominal mapping configuration. The GRS was originally flown to Mars on the Mars Observer spacecraft, which stopped working just 3 days before entering Mars orbit in 1993. Many Odyssey investigators have been waiting more than 15 years
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Within the next few weeks, the GRS is to be extended out on a ~6-m boom to isolate it from neutron and gamma-ray signals originating in the Odyssey spacecraft itself and thus boost the instrument's sensitivity to the surface of Mars. The results from that configuration are sure to provide additional insights into subsurface ice and surface hydrated minerals, and yield unique new information on the planet's geochemistry from global maps of rock-forming elements such as Fe, Si, and Mg. The results will also be used to guide the selection of landing sites for future rovers and landers, sample returns, and eventual human exploration. In that sense, the most important implications of the detection of subsurface water ice deposits on Mars may not be realized for decades. It is likely to be worth the wait, however.
